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Our signature All-In-One
custom website solution for
small to midsize business.

Start your free website
design trial today!
visit http://customadesign.com
for more info

hybridsolutions
a l l - i n - o n e

Hybrid Solutions by Custom A Design is a highly
efficient web development and marketing subscription
for businesses of all sizes and industries. A lot of the
companies we work with find our Hybrid Solutions
engaging and productive. They are instantly captivated
with our platform’s flexibility, world-class and personalized
design work, and experienced support staff.
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30-day redesign and
redevelopment of your
business website for $200.
When you sign-up with our Hybrid Solutions program,
you are signing up for your website’s 30-day redesign
and redevelopment solution.
First week: We will create your initial
homepage design, properly evaluate it
with you, and then we will submit the
approved design to our development staff
for programming.
Second week: We will program your
approved design into an actual
website with a fully integrated content
management system. We will evaluate
the content that is to be placed on their
respective pages. Our current staff will
assist you in creating quality content as

long as you let us know what to write
about.
Third and Fourth week: We will integrate
content and materials such as pictures,
video and other types of media that have
been provided or that will be provided
for. We will incorporate features and
functionality that have been discussed
with our experienced project managers.
Together, we will review your new website
prior to launching it on or before the 30th
day.
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How We Ensure Efficiency

Our customers expect the highest quality of graphic and programming available in
today’s market.
Getting your website ready in 30 days takes a lot of coordination, skill and experience—
all of which we have.
The reason most online businesses don’t succeed or never have any real breakthrough
after they develop their new website is because they don’t have a reliable source to
continually service and support them. At Custom A Design, we service and support you
after your website goes live. We will continually work with you for better and positive
results every month.
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World Class Design

Analysis

Presentation

Our professional web consultants are
trained to understand and ask essential
questions in order to accurately represent
your business online. We do this through a
10 to 15-minute phone call.

We present our customers with the initial
blueprint in a high resolution Adobe
Photoshop file.

Execution

The initial design is just as important to
us as it is to you and your business. We
only proceed with programming your new
website once we have your approval on
the design work. We guarantee that your
website is just as good as the image we’ve
presented to you.

Once our web consultant has the
proper project details, we take care of
the planning and execution of an initial
blue print design. Each design is created
utilizing professional and licensed
software.

Approval
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Project Managers
Their job is to make sure that a website
is completed quickly and accurately. They
ensure that proper communication and
follow-ups are done with the client, and
revisions, enhancements and general
website inquiries are taken care of on the
spot. That is why when you call to get your
revisions done, please make sure you are
speaking to one of our professional project
managers.

Graphic Artists

Support and
Service
If you are running a business full-time,
you understand that tasks can pile up and
delegation becomes a must. Now, you have
someone to distribute your tasks to! We
take care of all your requests, and we report
statuses back to you quickly and accurately.

We believe that an effective online
ecosystem can be achieved quickly by
utilizing the resources of an actual team.
Hybrid Solutions provide reliable and
stress-free support that any serious
business owner needs.
Keeping your website up-to-date is not
only grueling but also time-consuming.
Can you imagine how many unnecessary
questions you answer every day because
your website is not up-to-date? Or how
much business you are missing out on
because your website doesn’t have an
update on the product or service you
provide?

Our project managers relay design details
to our staff of graphic artists. Our team
of highly trained and professional graphic
artists is what makes our program so
effective. With them, you can expect
that your project comes out unique and
personalized all the time. They create
anything from logo design, new website
design, brochure design, flyer design to
unique slideshow pieces for your website
banners.

Programmers

When you sign up for Hybrid Solutions
program, you can expect that your website
is being handled by our experienced
website programmers. Custom A
Design has chosen a cost-effective and
With Hybrid Solutions, this process becomes expandable system to build our program
very easy. We have a staff of highly trained with. Unlike other firms that have chosen
to utilize template systems to host their
professionals consisting of:
customers, our websites are 100% unique.
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They are all individually accomplished
and have their own set of unique files
and database. This allows us to adapt our
websites to each and every industry we
work with.

Content Writers
Your new website and any other future
marketing venues heavily rely on excellent
content. Most clients we work with already
have content; however it is not enticing
enough for their customers to make
reliable and smart decisions. Most of the
time, their content also lacks effective
SEO strategies for it to rank higher on the
Search Engine Ranking Page.
Our staff is guaranteed to ask the right
questions in order to create engaging
and captivating contents that will keep
your customers coming back, and that
will guarantee the high-visibility of your
website.

Marketing Specialists
Our marketing specialists will work with
you in assuring that you are utilizing the
best possible key phrases for your new
website. Once your keyword draft has
been approved, then it is our marketing
specialists’ job to ensure that your website
has been configured with the correct
Meta details in order for it to rank. Our
marketing department is also in charge

of sending our customers their monthly
marketing reports. Marketing reports
are used to identify the ranking of your
keywords on all search engines. It is
important to take note that achieving local
dominance for your keywords takes time.
Our marketing campaigns function for
three months and can be renewed.

Social Media Account Managers
Social Media is one of the biggest
bombs in the Internet and online
marketing history. It has allowed every
business owners to have other forms of
advertisement and ways for customer
care other than their personal website
and business directory listings. Studies
show that 90% of businesses respond to
customer feedbacks through their social
media pages such as Facebook and Twitter.
Social media is an important aspect of
online marketing, however most business
owners don’t have the time to post, tweet
or respond to customers on a regular basis.
Our social media account managers can
assist you in the creation and professional
branding of your business on Facebook
and Twitter. They use specialized software
to schedule posts and tweets accordingly.
We have our social media department to
take care of these tasks at an affordable
rate.
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Expandability

Renowned online companies are successful because of one thing— they all know how
to maximize and expand their online infrastructure. Custom A Design’s Hybrid Solutions
focuses on creating ways for the growth of our client’s business.
If you want a new feature added to your website, you can simply discuss it with one
of our project managers. We will then fill out the feature enhancement request form
and provide you with an ETA for the integration. You don’t need to worry about any
payments if you are registered on our Hybrid Solutions program because website
enhancements are included at no additional cost.
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How To Get Enhancements Done With
Your Hybrid Solutions Subscription
When you enhance your website, you are creating additional features and
functionality that you lack. Since most tasks concerning enhancements
involve adding necessary code, we recommend you to speak directly to one
of our project managers who are readily available through our support line:
866-707-0005.
Once you’re on the phone with a project manager, please notify them
that you want to make an enhancement to your website. Then, discuss
your goals and vision for the enhancement. We will inform you about the
quickest and most efficient way to achieve the website enhancements
you desire. We will provide you an ETA (Estimated Time Completion) and a
beta link which will remain open during the development of the enhanced
feature you requested.
The best part about our Hybrid Solutions program is that you don’t have to
worry about any additional payments. Enhancements are included in your
monthly subscription!
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› What type of marketing is included in my Hybrid Solutions package?
If you are a Hybrid Solutions customer you will receive our basic Search Engine
Optimization set up and a three-month marketing campaign provided by our marketing
staff. These marketing services are for clients who want to make a huge impact in their
local market fast and cost-effectively. You can choose between receiving a three-month
Search Engine Optimization campaign (plan#1/tier#1) or a three-month Social Media
campaign.
On the other hand, subscribers of our Hybrid Solutions Lite will receive a basic Search
Engine Optimization set up.

› Our basic search engine optimization set up includes:
Analysis of your current market to determine the best possible keywords to use for your
business website
Keyword Integration
XML Site Map Generation & Submission
Title & Meta Tag Optimization for your content.
Text Formatting which allows search engines to prioritize specific keywords that are
being marketed during indexing

› Three-month (3) search engine optimization campaign:
Hybrid Solution customers who have recently launched their website will receive a free
three-month optimization campaign which consists Plan#1/Tier#1.
Custom A Design provides top-notch SEO services. With us, positive result is what you’ll
get when you sign up for a professional Search Engine Optimization campaign. Faster
results are achievable depending on the type of campaign you have registered on. Please
refer to our full price chart for details.
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Start your free website design trial today!
http://customadesign.com for more info

hybridsolutions
a l l - i n - o n e

Our signature All-In-One custom website
solution for small to midsize business.

ONLINE

marketing solution
b o o s t

y o u r

b u s i n e s s

Launch, Measure, Manage and Grow! Get
your business online today with Custom A
Design.

self-hostedsolution
your take control solution
Own and manage your website with Self
Hosted Solutions. Our all inclusive hosting
plans start as low as $280 a year with
unlimited maintenance and support.
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Toll Free: 305-400-4396
P.O. BOX #217 Mountain Home, AR 72654
SUPPORT TEAM
If you are a current customer, you can
always send us a support ticket through
your customer portal or directly email us at
support@customadesign.com.
For phone support, Monday to Friday,
please call our toll free number
305-400-4396 and dial “2.”

http://www.customadesign.com/

